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Star EV Awards Golf Car Dealers with National Recognition

Star Electric Vehicles awards the 2015 Dealer of the Year Awards to outstanding Star EV
dealers across the United States. Star EV Authorized Dealers that are recognized with this
award perform with exceptional sales and excellent customer service in the growing industry of
low speed electric vehicles.

Greenville, SC (PRWEB) February 19, 2016 -- The following golf car dealers have been recognized with the
2015 Dealer of the Year award:

- Pocono Motorsports in Pocono Lake, Pennsylvania (Northeast Region)
- Golf Cars of Houston in Houston, Texas (Central Region)
- Mile High Golf Cars in Denver, Colorado (Western Region)
- 3 Guys Golf Carts in Peachtree City, Georgia (Southeast Region)
- Golf & Electric Vehicles in Naples, Orlando, Fort Myers, and Jacksonville, Florida (Southeast Region)

Star EV recognizes these dealers’ exceptional sales, excellent customer service, attention to detail, and
promoting the Star EV brand. Star EV Dealers are what grow the brand, and the company recognizes their
performance in delivering these products to you. In addition to impressive sales, these dealers were recognized
for superb after-market service, technical support and golf cart customization.

Golf Cars of Houston has three showrooms in the Houston Metropolis Area, and Mile High has two showroom
in the Denver Metropolis Area. Golf & Electric Vehicles has four showrooms across the state of Florida.

Star EV is advancing electric mobility. Star manufactures low-speed plug-in cars for golf and recreation, street
legal travel, off-road and hunting, people moving and commercial applications. Star EVs are manufactured in
Simpsonville, South Carolina and are distributed through a diverse retail network across the country. Star EVs
come fully-loaded with standard features that competitors offer at a premium. Not just made for the golf course,
Star EV also manufactures LSV/NEV golf cars that can be driven legally in neighborhoods and low-speed
roads. And with an all-electric vehicle, consumers don’t have to choose between convenience and low cost of
operation.

Visit the dealership websites for more information on these outstanding Star EV Dealers. Visit www.starev.com
for detailed information on any of Star EV’s 50+ electric vehicles and to find the dealer closest to you. Star EV
and its dealers also offer low interest consumer financing up to 60 months through Sheffield Financial.
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Contact Information
Caroline Smith
JH Global Services
http://www.starev.com
+1 864-297-8833 Ext: 7148

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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